
HELPING YOU MEET THE STANDARDS
Merchants that require PCI (Payment Card Industry) qualified security assessment 
services continually rely on Cadre to help navigate DSS (Data Security Standards) 
requirements, ensuring they meet all compliance needs. Choosing Cadre as a partner 
means cardholder data is protected and vulnerability programs are managed, allowing 
merchants to focus on business critical functions —without interruptions. 

Our team’s unmatched expertise in compliance audits, as well  as technical and 
risk assessments results in customized reporting that includes sound, actionable 
recommendations for thousands of satisfied customers to date, from SMB to Fortune 5. 

The Cadre PCI services practice includes PCI Gap Analysis, PCI Onsite Report  on 
Compliance (ROC), Self-Assessment Questionnaire (SAQ) Assistance,  PCI Quarterly 
Scans, PCI Annual Network Vulnerability and Penetration Test, PCI Wireless 
Assessment, PCI Web Application Assessment, as well as Policy Review and 
Development. Cadre’s broad service offerings ensure an assessment program  
that is both custom tailored and cost effective every time.

CADRE QSA SERVICES
Cadre is a Qualified Security Assessor (QSA) of the PCI Security 
Standards Council, the group that manages global training and 
certification programs for QSAs and approved scanning vendors. 

Under the QSA program, Cadre provides security assessments 
for credit card merchants needing to adhere to the PCI DSS.  This 

accreditation places Cadre among a select group of providers capable  of assessing 
security management, policies, procedures, network architecture, software design 
and other critical protective measures of credit card merchants.

PCI DSS REQUIREMENTS

Simplifying the  
business of security

COMPLETE SOLUTIONS  
INTEGRATOR 
With over 200 combined 
vendor and industry 
certifications, Cadre security 
engineers and team of  
security consultants serve  
as your single source for 
security guidance. 

CONSULTATIVE, HOLISTIC  
APPROACH 
Cadre security consultants  
can assist you in developing  
a trusted solution that you  
can rely on from the day it 
is implemented. 

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS  
Cadre performs extensive  
technical evaluations on each 
and every vendor in our partner 
portfolio. The result is trusted 
partnerships with only the best-
of-breed technology solutions 
providers in the world.

SERVICE OFFERINGS
 ∙ Security Assessments

 ∙ Strategy & Design

 ∙ Software & Hardware  
Procurement

 ∙ Implementation, Education  
and Support

 ∙ License Management

S E R V I C E S

PCI  DSS
ASSESSMENT
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1. Install and maintain a firewall 
configuration to protect cardholder data.

2. Do not use vendor-supplied  
defaults for system passwords and 
other security parameters.

3. Protect stored cardholder data.

4. Encrypt transmission of cardholder  
data across open, public networks.

5. Use and regularly update antivirus 
software.

6. Develop and maintain secure systems 
and applications.

7. Restrict access to cardholder data  
by business need-to-know.

8. Assign a unique ID to each person  
with computer access.

9. Restrict physical access to  
cardholder data.

10. Track and monitor all access to network 
resources and cardholder data.

11. Regularly test security systems and 
processes.

12. Maintain a policy that addresses 
information security.


